2005 dodge ram fuel pump

For more information go to DriveMotive fuel pumps deliver the right amount of fuel for all loads
and speeds. Built to last and engineered for clean, consistent flow, DriveMotive fuel pumps are
ready to restore smooth performance and superior efficiency to your en We've Made a Site
Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account.
Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Fuel Pump part.
Returns Policy. Quantity Sold. Recommended Use. Fuel Sending Unit Included. Product Fit.
Shop Dodge Ram Fuel Pump. Showing 1 - 15 of 15 results. Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core
Charge. Add to cart. Product Details Notes : Compatible with flex engine models. Will NOT fit
gas engine models. Bed, 34 Gallon Fuel Tank. Bed, 35 Gallon Fuel Tank. Bed, 26 Gallon Fuel
Tank. Product Details Notes : Compatible with gas engine models only. Will NOT fit flex engine
models. Part Number: H Universal Fit. Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 15 of 15 results. Featured Brands.
Reviews Questions, Answers. When picking a reliable brand name for your intake system's fuel
pump, trust Airtex. Great fit, efficient performance, and robust style are the defining
characteristics of Airtex's original equipment equivalent fuel pump. This replacement item is
thoroughly patterned after to work like the ge Holley Fuel Pump Manufacturer Feb 08, Shipped
fast, fit just like the description said, works great and the price was very reasonable. I'm quite
satisfied! John Lindsey. Purchased on Jan 24, Dec 22, Great product. Fit great as expected.
Shipping was fast! On the road again! Betty McDaniel. Purchased on Dec 10, Dec 14, Exact fit
works great thank you again. Purchased on Nov 30, Show More. Helpful Automotive Resources.
It can be a stand-alone module or a computer integrated into the PCM. Automotive
professionals break down no-start situations into two separate categories: crank-no-start and
no-crank-no-start. Consult the factory information for repair instructions and recommended
safety procedures. Other issues can mimic a faulty fuel pump. Perform a thorough diagnosis to
ensure the pump is the problem before replacing it. Part 1: Check whether the problem is
fuel-related. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of
Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. The Dodge
Charger is a full-size four-door sedan , introduced first at the North American International Auto
Show and built by American automobile manufacturer Stellantis North America , a subsidiary of
Stellantis. It is available in rear-wheel drive or all-wheel drive drivetrains. The Charger was
developed to continue the Dodge Charger line with its muscle car heritage, and replaced the
Dodge Intrepid as Dodge's full-size sedan. The first Charger was a show car based on the
Dodge Polara and fitted with a Wedge V8 engine. The first production Charger, based on the
Dodge Coronet , was introduced as a model. There were several different vehicles bearing the
Charger nameplate built on three different platforms and sizes, all bearing the Charger
nameplate. Although the name is associated with the lates performance model in the Dodge
range, it was also used on personal luxury coupes during the lates and on front-wheel drive
subcompact hatchbacks during the s. It featured a four-door sedan body design, whereas all the
previous production Chargers had two doors. It was a return to a rear-wheel drive sedan
platform Dodge had not offered since the mid-size Dodge Diplomat had been discontinued in
After three years of production, an update for models was made. Tail lamps were also revised.
This results in a slight boost in fuel economy while retaining the same maximum power split to
the front wheels. In Canada, the base model Charger has a 2. In , the 2. For , the SE package
could be had with the 2. The Canadian SXT model included the 3. The SRT8 model comes with
the 6. Visual additions included a special front fascia with a chin spoiler and a black rear
spoiler. Each color was production limited and badged under the far right vent. The U. In , larger
inch chrome-clad wheels were introduced along with two new colors, Sub Lime Green and Plum
Crazy Purple. The SAE net horsepower of the modern 6. This made the 6. It was a limited edition
with only 1, being produced. A total of Hemi Orange Super Bees were built in Exterior colors are
red, black, silver, cool vanilla, and dark titanium. The National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration gives the Charger five stars on passenger, driver, and rear passenger crash test
ratings and four stars in regard to side-impact rating. All models come standard with electronic
stability program ESP except in 2. The Car of Tomorrow was used exclusively in The decals
have been revised again for â€” to reflect the updated nose and tail styling of the production
Charger, including the full-width taillight panel. Though the car was successful in Sprint Cup
competition fewer teams were running Dodge's from and on. The LD Charger underwent both
exterior and interior changes, taking some styling cues from the â€” models. Silver aluminum
wheels became standard equipment over plastic hubcaps. The new 3. The 3. The engine uses a
timing chain instead of a belt. The exhaust manifold is cast directly into the cylinder head.
Engines are available with both the 5-speed and 8-speed automatic transmissions. From the
model year the 3. It is mechanically identical to the Chrysler SRT Chrysler began putting the
Dodge logo with slanted red rectangles on the grilles of the SRT8 halfway through the model
year. In the Mopar Edition, there are several appearance and performance changes to set it

apart from the rest of the production models that year. The interior is finished in the same black
as seen on the outside except for a splash of chrome and carbon fiber dash and center console,
along with a pistol grip shifter. The Mopar blue stripe is carried to the interior as a part of the
driver's front seat and the left side rear passenger seat. This failure could lead to loss of vehicle
control, which increases crash risk. Over , Chrysler s and Dodge Chargers were recalled.
Horsepower was increased to through the use of cold air intake and less restrictive exhaust
systems. US models arrived at Dodge dealerships nationwide in the first quarter of Production
was limited to 2, units. The US model arrived at Dodge dealerships nationwide in the first
quarter of Orders for the US model began in April Changes for included Uconnect 8. The
Redline Package is based on Dodge Charger SXT and SXT Plus models, with inch Black Chrome
wheels with a Redline Red lip and inner backbone, all-season performance tires, a
performance-tuned suspension, sport seats, rear body-color spoiler, exclusive Beats by Dre
audio system, eight-speed automatic transmission with steering-wheel-mounted paddle shifters
and Sport Mode. The inch Wheel Sport Appearance Group is based on Charger SXT models,
with inch chrome-clad wheels, performance-tuned suspension and all-season tires, and a
body-color rear spoiler. The Dodge Charger AWD Sport includes unique Gloss Black
split-crosshair grille, polished inch aluminum wheels with Gloss Black pockets; steering-wheel
mounted paddle shifters with sport-mode, rear spoiler, sport seats, horsepower V-6 or
horsepower V8 engine, Beats Audio. The US model was set to appear in Dodge showrooms in
fall The police version of the Dodge Charger was made available with a choice of a 3. The
Charger Pursuit V-8 AWD model includes segment-exclusive active transfer case and front-axle
disconnect late availability. Unveiled at the SEMA Show , the Scat Package 1 includes a Mopar
cold air intake, Mopar cat-back exhaust, Scat Package 1 badge, and an all-new performance
calibrated engine controller "optimized" to the 5. The Scat Package 2 adds a customized,
optimized performance calibration feature tailored for Scat Package 2, a new Mopar
performance camshaft which works in conjunction with the components of the Scat Package 1
kit, and a 'Scat Package 2' badge. The Scat Package 3 adds optimized performance calibration
tailored for Scat Package 3, new Mopar performance CNC ported and polished cylinder heads,
Mopar performance camshaft, Mopar hi-flow performance headers, and a Scat Package 3 badge.
The SEMA concept car includes 20 x 9-inch unique lightweight wheels with black Mopar center
caps and a Hyperblack II finish, a side valence, a unique new front splitter and Redline rear
spoiler, a Scat Pack hard badge in the rear quarter window, Katzkin black performance leather
seats, black leather door panel inserts featuring red leather Dodge stripes and red accent
stitching, red seat-belt webbing, red carpet bindings, red embroidered Dodge Charger logo in
the front seats, gloss-black steering-wheel spokes, black chrome on the door handles, cluster
rings, instrument panel bezels, center console trim, and steering-wheel center ring; added
bright pedal kit, pistol-grip shifter, door-sill guards, and a wireless charging pad. Dre audio
technology speakers and a channel watt amplifier that integrates Beats proprietary equalizer
algorithm , eight-speed automatic transmission with sport mode SXT Plus , sport mode
calibration, performance-tuned suspension, two unique key fobs with th Anniversary Edition
jeweled logo on the back side, a customized owner's kit, a special commemorative book
celebrating the years of Dodge heritage. The second commercial shows the endurance of the
Charger as it survives obstacles in a changing world, ending with a transformed planet Earth in
the year where 'only the defiant survive. Unveiled at the New York International Auto Show , the
Dodge Charger received a substantial makeover, the most noticeable change coming in the new
front grille and rounded LED headlights. Retaining its Coke bottle styling Dodge claims to have
reworked just about every panel on the car; made to look "leaner and more athletic" than its
previous look while keeping the same dimensions. The V6 model is EPA-rated at 31 mpg or 7.
Except for the Police Pursuit version which retains the 5 speed automatic , the only available
transmission is the Chrysler eight-speed automatic, coupled with optional all-wheel drive. The
all-wheel drive system will automatically remove power to the front axle when not required,
giving an improvement in fuel economy. The new electronic gearshift with optional paddle
shifters gives shift times of as little as 0. The reworked interior includes new materials for the
door, console, and dash panels, a new steering wheel and seats, and a wide range of trim
packages with both leather and cloth seating. The available 8. Mechanically, the 3. There have
been revisions to the chassis components, including Electric Assist Power Steering, which
replaces the previous models Electro-Hydraulic Assist Power Steering. New aluminum rear
differentials now use 4 mounting bolts for rigidity. AWD is no longer available on 5. The Charger
Hellcat features a redesigned front fascia with a larger lower grille similar to the current
generation Dodge Viper. The Hellcat is claimed to be the fastest factory four-door sedan ever
built. The SRT Hemi is equipped with a 6. The powertrain of the SRT is present, as are the front
and rear bumpers, but leather upholstery is optional as opposed to standard , the suspension

uses fixed-rate Bilstein shocks, the brakes are slightly smaller, and the wheel and tire package
is narrower. The Scat pack shares its exterior look with the Charger Hellcat and features a
narrow grille, a hood scoop, tinted headlamps, and inch forged wheels. The following are
included:. A heavily upgraded version of the Hellcat was introduced as the Hellcat Redeye for
Like the Challenger Redeye, it is equipped with a supercharged 6. In early , DaimlerChrysler
released a new police version of the Charger. Unlike the civilian version, the police version
features upgraded heavy-duty brakes, a severe-duty cooling system, police-performance
Electronic Stability Program , police performance-tuned steering, and a gear shifter that is
mounted on the steering column instead of in the center console. The vehicle's electrical
system is specifically designed for the integration of siren and light controls, and other police
vehicle accessories. The Charger is in use with many American, Canadian, and Mexican police
organizations. The Charger is in use with numerous police agencies in North America as both a
marked and an unmarked patrol car. Law enforcement agencies outside of the U. For , the base
Charger police car came with the 3. When the Charger was redesigned for the model year, the
police package version was renamed Dodge Charger Pursuit. In mid, All Wheel Drive with a
mandatory 5. For the model year, the Dodge Charger Pursuit also received a facelift like its
regular version. By , however, the Charger Pursuit and Explorer Interceptor essentially shared
the sales award, as sales of the ultra high-performance AWD Charger rapidly increased. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected from Dodge Charger LX. American full-size car. For
other cars with that name, see Dodge Charger. Motor vehicle. Ralph Gilles [4] Freeman Thomas
Chrysler Dodge Challenger Dodge Magnum. See also: Street and Racing Technology. Main
article: Dodge Super Bee. Chrysler Dodge Challenger. Test results for a stock Hellcat Charger
from and Top speed: Combining into 60â€” is the Hellcat doing 6. Retrieved September 18,
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Ram SRT Dodge Viper 8. The only SRT -branded vehicle. Engine requires a partial teardown to
determine how severe the camshaft and lifter failure is. It started out as a blinking check engine
light, with a misfire in cylinder number 3. At , miles approx, my engine had a catastrophic lifter
failure on cyl 5. My last oil change was 3 weeks ago, and less than 1k miles ago, in which
everything was running smoothly. May 6, , the lifter completely failed, thus leading to cam
damage and needing a completely new engine. There was no tick until it was too late. I have
stayed on top of maintenance, never worked her hard, or so much as floored it, neither had the

previous owner. I bought her used last fall, and she was in tip top, near perfect condition until
last Weds when this part seized up and wrecked my engine. All the other lifters are in great
condition as well, which I believe makes me able to contact RAM directly about this issue. Can't
believe how many people have problems with the cam and lifters. Dodge should be responsible
for the repairs There is also electrical problems!! Wont never buy another one and we also had a
warranty, but because we didnt give them our nee address, they got of paying for it!!!!! Its bull
the money we pay for these trucks,I've also had trouble with lights going in and out. Lifters and
cam failed with less then , miles. Started ticking at 20, and dealership said "it's the hemi tick"
and "its ok" as soon as the Warranty ended it started shaking bad and threw a p error code.
YouTube is filled with even dodge mechanics saying they have a pile of cam shafts sheared off
by bad lifters Somebody call a lawyer. I have babied my Dodge Ram 2WD truck with 76, miles,
never pulling a heavy load, changing the oil regularly with a high quality full synthetic oil and
this is what I get to show for it The lifter for that lobe was also completely seized up. I have
never heard of anyone ever having to have these major repairs completed on any vehicle with
these few of miles. I truly believe that Ram has been aware of this defect of poor quality parts
for quite some time and really needs to step up and pay for the repair. Why would anyone buy a
Ram truck when you can not trust the quality of the motor??? This is one of the most important
parts of the vehicle! Does anyone know of a Class Action lawsuit to join about this defect
problem? How about where or who to call at FCA about trying to get reimbursed for this repair?
This exact issue just happened to my Ram After some research, found many other owners had
the issue with 3 cylinder. Then came across someone who has a complaint and it's 5 on my
truck too. I have taken extremely good care and maintenance on the truck. Bought new and only
have less then K on it. Also would love to see Dodge pay for the repairs. It's My second new
Ram I'm not sure this message counts towards signing any complaints, but I certainly would
love to sign any complaints on this issue that Dodge Ram should be rectifying!!!! Common
problem after researched. Car engine light, cylinder three misfire. After diagnosis Vehicle
started shaking when driving. Misfire in cylinder 3. I changed the spark plugs and still had
misfire issue. Changed the coil pack and still misfiring. From the looks of it, this is pretty
common and should be recalled. I think there should be a recall on engine over lifters and cam.
Just junk and would never buy another Dodge. All my trucks were Ram but since this I will
never buy again. Update from Nov 5, : I think they are junk i have on my ram and first the
manifold went then next the lifters went and cam shaft there should be a recall. Just out of
Warranty - unbelievable, same issue as everyone else. Purchased brand new in , all
maintenance. Hesitation on acceleration, stutter at high speed, obviously misfiring. Took it to a
dealer to change plugs, it seemed to drive ok for a day then check engine came on and problem
got much worse. Kicker is - now September 2 years later and only maybe 25, miles later, I have a
check sigh on again, studded again and this time after a check it is a 2 Cyl misfire, but after a
further check they say I have "low Compression in 2" This is a disaster!!!! It is possible the
previous mechanic did no replace all parts that he should have, also maybe inferior parts
used??? I don't know, but that shop is now closed, mechanic gone and I have to start again. So
one lifter on each side of the motor failed. Roller lifters held together with plastic carriages. Yes
plastic inside a motor. So one carriage broke in half so the lifter moved so it didn't get oiled.
Other lifter turned 90 degrees so the roller wheel scraped up and down the cam lobe instead of
rolling over it. If the connection was metal bar like the old Chevy ones never would have failed.
And I hate saying that because I'm a Mopar guy. Oh did I mention plastic parts to hold lifters in
place. Countless 5. FCA US LLC is fully aware of the situation, but openly refuses to rectify the
issue or help any customers who are at the mercy of this defective engine issue! Even with an
immaculate maintenance upkeep this truck still failed me and apparently this is a VERY
common problem with this truck that Fiat Chrysler refuses to recall! Headed to Mississippi and
after filling up for gas in Arkansas, I pressed on the gas pedal to enter the Interstate and the
truck sputtered and the check engine light stated to flash. After getting on the Interstate and
getting in a nice cruising speed the truck ran fine; however, the check engine light continued to
stay on. Spouse was with me so I had her do a search for local dealerships along the way so we
could stop in and have in checked out. A dealership in Mississippi gave us the go ahead to
come by and said they could do a check in their shop. We arrived they did a check and in about
20 minutes the service tech informed us that they thought is was an engine issue and they
needed to break it down. Used my daughters vehicle to make our way back home. A week had
gone by and I had not heard from the service department so I called and they informed me that
they would not break it down until they had lifters in stock. Informed me they were on back
order and they had another vehicle in the shop with same issue and were waiting on lifters. I
called my local dealership and the Parts Manager informed me that there was a backlog of 10,
and time frame was months. I started a case with FCA and went through two case managers.

Second case manager said she was going to close my case for she had spoke with dealership
and they had not broken my vehicle down yet. I asked her did they inform you that they thought
it was a lifter issue and they did not want to break my vehicle down until they had the lifters in
stock? She informed me that that was not discussed. How does one mismanage to cause such
a problem? How many vehicles like mine are needed for transportation yet set idle waiting on
parts for repair? FCA needs to step up to the plate and make this right for owners of their
products. If you use an aftermarket part for repair and then FCA decides they are going to do
something for the owners then you are left out because you used an aftermarket part to get your
vehicle back on the road so you could make a living to pay for the repair. Update from Sep 21, : I
was informed by the local Parts Manager for my local dealership that the back order number is
10, - 12, with a time frame of 3 - 6 months. A representative from FCA Mopar contacted to inform
me that had been shipped; however, additional vehicles are now in need thus the number has
not changed nor the time frame. Upon inspection of the other lifters, cylinder 3 intake lifter was
"clicky" and about to seize up, and both lifters on cylinder 5 were both "clicky" hard to turn- the
bearings were almost completely shot. I have had to replace the fuel pump I know this could be
considered maintenance, so I'm not complaining about that but it is one straw on this camel's
back , the relays in the TIPM I don't see how this could be considered maintenance. Top and
bottom bolts on cylinders 7 and 8- I believe this is another poor design on the Hemis that
shouldn't have happened. My truck sure is nice, but I about can't afford to keep it running if
these problems keep coming up. At least it's a pretty piece of crap, that's about the only thing
going for it. Another lifter roller seized up and ate a groove in the cam exhaust lifter , upon
inspection of other lifters, cylinder 3 intake lifter roller was almost locked up and 2 other ones
on the other side were about to give out too. This WAS my son's truck, he was coming home
from a movie and called me complaining that the truck had a severely loud squeal coming from
the engine, It was late at nite and i thought it was a pulley or adjuster or bad belt, so I told my
him will pull the serpentine belt in the morning and see if it stops. Called the dealer that morning
to see if I could get it in, they said yes bring it in. They called me back later that afternoon and
said I had a some collapsed lifters that grounded into the camshaft, also the heads where
warped, WTF!!!!!!!!!! So they machined the heads, put in new valves, seats, guides and cam.
That was over 6 wks ago. Owned it less then 2 yrs with 80k miles on it, bought it with 58k miles
on it and have had to replaced the transmission, front driveline and now this. If you have a
for-profit service, contact us. Ask your Dodge dealer. Most Common Solutions: replace camshift
and lifter 19 reports replace parts 7 reports full set replacement 6 reports not sure 4 reports
replace engine 1 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet
this page Email this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this Ram
problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Dodge mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your
area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Replaced
cam, lifters too soon Search CarComplaints. Last straw! I'm not paying another dime to fix
anything else. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. A majority of all used
US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and
shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
craftsman lt1000 parts diagram
chevy colorado dash lights not working
97 jeep wrangler distributor
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though

odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

